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COMPANY REPORT - Q1 2024 
FEBRUARY 27, 2024 

 
Summary: 
 
This is the first official company report for The Dark Titan Company. 
 
These reports will detail previous and ongoing developments within the company 
across its three divisions. 
 
As the company continues to grow, there are more opportunities arising that will 
present the company and its IPs in a greater capacity across various mediums of 
entertainment, licensing, and business. 
 
 
Q4 2023 Summary 
 

Dark Titan Publishing had its Fall release slate with The Casebook of The Spirit-
Seeker, Symbolum Venatores: The Monster Hunter, The Damned Ones, Events of 
The War of Helio, and Dark Titan Noir Collection officially released. 

 
The EverWar Universe concluded its developments in the prose format of 

publishing as the transmedia method will be expanded upon. Dark Titan Noir 
Collection was also the final prose release for the Noir imprint. 

 
The Prodigious Worlds imprint has also concluded its prose format and will 

expand into other mediums of storytelling. The IPs of Argoron, Vanok, and 
Lithonia are set to make major entries into the visual media field. 

 
The Horde Trilogy was canceled in favor of expanding into a new transmedia 

strategy. Book 3 will be developed into another medium as a prequel animated 
series is planned set in Ancient Rome. 

 
Dark Titan’s Ninja Warrior was also announced to receive an IP expansion 

outside of the upcoming mobile game. 
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Outlook for Q1 2024 and Beyond: 
 
 
DARK TITAN ENTERTAINMENT - DIVISION 1 
 
Dark Titan Digital Studios 

The first episode of Planets of the Stellarspace, a video series centered upon 
the planets of the EverWar Universe has been released. Designed to present 
the planets in video-form before the upcoming release of the encyclopedic 
artbook, Atlas of the Stellarspace. 

 
More episodes are planned for the Dark Titan Universe Character Bios, The 

Haunted City 101, and Symbolum Venatores: Lore Guide. 
 
Two digital-exclusive series are also in the works. Those being Travis Vail: Call 

of Shadows and Vamprevil Ascension. Script work is completed for Call of 
Shadows as Ascension is undergoing the writing stage. 

 
 
Dark Titan Interactive 

Dark Titan’s Ninja Warrior Onslaught will be released Q2/Q3 2024 across all 
mobile platforms with a PC port potentially a possibility. 

 
Licensing is also ongoing across the gaming front with the Dark Titan Universe 

brand and Travis Vail, Spirit-Seeker character brand taking center focus. 
 
 
Dark Titan Television 

The Massacre in the Dusk limited-series is currently in the writing stage. Four 
episodes are planned for the series. 

 
The first season of Dark Titan’s Instincts is already written with revisions taking 

place. 
 

Yeager & Knight is still in the brainstorming stage regarding the first season’s 
arc. 

 
 
Dark Titan Animation 

Announced alongside Travis Vail: Call of Shadows and Vamprevil Ascension 
during the Future of the Dark Titan Universe Brand post, Dark Titan Universe 
Chronicles is in the works as an animated limited-series. Self-contained 
episodes focused on thirty characters in a new DTU.  
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Symbolum Venatores: Mystery of the Magician, an animated film is still in the 
development process. 

 
Old Camelot, an animated prequel series set in the world of The Haunted City 

is in the works. Expanding the transmedia-storytelling strategy. 
 
 
Characters and Brands 

The future of Dark Titan Universe was revealed this past week, detailing a new 
DTU was in the works for animation and more mediums with the Literary DTU 
being the definitive universe. 

 
 
 
THE CONQUEST PROJECT - DIVISION 2 

The online store will be expanding across more products in the Spring and 
later in the Fall. Digital products are in the works for the store. 
 

The social media presence of TCP will be reworked for 2024, placing more 
focus on the brand and its tenets. 

 
 
 
DARK TITAN IMAGINATIONS AND PRODUCTS - DIVISION 3 
 
Dark Titan Publishing 

The 2024 release slate will begin this March with the two releases of 
SymboluM Venatores and The Heroes’ Path. SymboluM Venatores will 
conclude the prose format for the historical/monster hunter brand as The 
Heroes’ Path will begin a new format and structure for the Dark Titan Universe 
Saga series. 

 
After March, the publishing subsidiary will return in the Fall for its next slate of 

releases such as Atlas of the Stellarspace, Lands of the Stellarspace, and the 
new format for The Haunted City Saga series as well as the next title for the 
Dark Titan Universe Saga, Dynasty Wars. Which will be the first culmination of 
the superhero-prose series. 
 

A comic-book limited series is in the works for Dark Titan’s The Haunted City. 
Expanding the brand’s transmedia-storytelling strategy. 
 

The Symbolum Venatores graphic novel trilogy is still on the way with Book 1 
set for a Q4 2025 release. 
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More encyclopedic artbooks are in development such as the Dark Titan 
Universe Encyclopedia, The Haunted City Bestiary, and The World of Symbolum 
Venatores. 

 
Creative Warfare, the first non-fiction book of the subsidiary is slated for a Q1 

2025 release. 
 

 
Dark Titan Shop 

The online store be receiving a rebranded presence sometime in the Spring. 
Putting more focus upon the characters and brands. 

 
 
Dark Titan Collectibles 

The collectibles subsidiary has been preparing for forthcoming efforts in the 
action figure/collectible statue field as a decision has been made regarding a 
potential action-figure line around the company’s entire character roster. A 
brand deck is currently being developed for potential licensees. 

 
Plans are in motion for collectible statues from potential licensees based on 

several characters across the Universe of Realms. 
 
 
Dark Titan Imaginations 

The themed attractions subsidiary will continue its ongoing developments 
regarding the Travis Vail Spirit-Seeker Haunted House attraction. More LBEs 
(Location-Based Entertainment) are planned for future developments. 

 
 
Halevior Sound 

More podcasts are in the works. Fiction and nonfiction. 
 

Dark Titan’s Deus Natus will continue to be its own scripted podcast series 
instead of another season to the concluded Dark Titan Audio Experience 
Podcast. 
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EMAIL: contact@thedarktitancompany.com 
 
 
VISIT THE WEBSITES: 
thedarktitancompany.com 
darktitanentertainment.com 
theconquestproject.com 
darktitanbooks.com 
www.darktitanshop.com 
haleviorsound.com 
 
 
About The Dark Titan Company 
The Dark Titan Company is the current company of the Universe of Realms. Founded in 
May 2023 by Ty’Ron W. C. Robinson II after the business and creative shift from Dark 
Titan Entertainment. The Dark Titan Company currently holds three divisions and a 
growing business structure across several industries such as publishing, audio, digital, 
and more. 


